


Playing, learning, exploring… We find it important for every child to enjoy creative activities with 
fun and safe products. Having fun, a child develops and discovers new talents every day.

Fun
Playing with SES toys is always good fun. This 
gives way to happy, proud children and therefore 
delighted parents.

Safe
Our products are subjected to the most stringent 
tests and quality controls in our own laboratory or by 
renowned authorities. All SES products comply with 
the international guideline (EN-71).

Development
Creative thinking and playing contributes to the 
early development of a child. Therefore, our products 
are designed to stimulate sensory and motor skills, 
curiosity and self-expression.

Environment  
Because we care about children, we also take 
responsibility for their future environment. For 
example: We minimize CO2 emissions in our 
production strategy, we use recycled cardboard to 
package our products and we challenge ourselves to 
reduce plastic waste in our packaging with 10% each 
year.

Discover talents
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At SES you can find everything you need to have fun colouring and painting.  
We develop and manufacture our fingerpaint, posterpaint and glue products 
ourselves in the Netherlands. This is how we guarantee constant quality and 
safety. There is a good reason that our fingerpaints have been rated the best 
several times in tests!

Colouring and painting



00305 

14571 

00304 

Fingerpaint

Apron

Fingerpaint girly

00314 

Fingerpaint glimmer



24926 

24927 

24928 

Eco fingerpaint

Eco fingerpaint girly

Eco posterpaint



00390 

00327 

00333 

00311 

Posterpaint

00399 

Jumbo brushes

Brush set

Posterpaint trendy

Posterpaint glitter



14272 

Window fun - Princess world

00271 

Textile markers 8 pack

00331 

Textile paint

14274 

Window fun - Jungle



00200 

00201 
00208 

Chalks white

00272 

Glue 100ml

00834 

Left-handed scissors

00837 

Right-handed scissors

00839 

Zigzag scissors

Chalks 12 colours

00810 

Wiper 
for blackboard Coloured chalk with wiper



All our play dough is made in Holland. This is how we guarantee constant quality and 
safety. Our play dough is super soft, washable and gluten free! Our play dough comes 
in a large number of colours, and a number of extraordinary ones including glitter, 
aroma, glow in the dark and colour changing play dough! Children will not eat the 
play dough, because we have made the dough extremely salty!

Our Eco play dough has the same high quality as our other dough, but we changed 
the recipe slightly to have an even higher percentage of natural ingredients. 
Our play dough cutters are made from recycled material and are always slightly 
different in colour. This material consists of a mix of residual material that remains 
during the production of other products. In this way we can guarantee a good quality 
of the cutters and reduce the total amount of plastic we use.

Play dough



00465 

00466 

00468 

Play dough 4x90gr

Play dough glitter 4x90gr

Play dough aroma 4x90gr



00469 

Thermo colour changing play dough

00434 

Play dough - Mix it

00461 

Play dough - Neon and glow in the dark 4x90gr



00884 

00498 

Play dough cutters

Play dough mania 8x90gr with cutters



24911 

Eco play dough 4x90gr

24918 

Eco play dough cutters



00427 

Jurassic dino world - Play suitcase

00426 

Glitter horse world - Play suitcase
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00439 

00433 

Farm play dough press with animal sounds

Play dough - Scented flowers and butterflies



00437 

00436 

Play dough - Fashion studio

Play dough - Drip cakes

00432 

Play dough - Unicorns



SES has fun hobby sets for all ages and interests. The products 
in the My first range are designed to create the first pieces of 
art with simple, colourful activities for the youngest children. 
They give an introduction to drawing, moulding play dough and 
painting. The Hobby 3-6 products go a step further and focus 
on developing specific skills such as using scissors or making 
mosaics. 

The classics are always present in our Hobby range, such as 
Hammer-Tic, embroidery and plaster casting. Of course, we also 
include the latest trends, colours and animals in our designs. We 
have fashionable jewellery and accessories, special cosmetic 
and beauty products to make yourself and cool foam, wooden 
and metal construction sets.

Hobby



14416 

My first - Coloured pencils

00244 

My first - Crayon beads

14428 

My first - Sticking shapes

00299 

My first - Baby markers 8 colours
00242 

My first - Colorball



14413 

My first - Fingerpaint

14441 

My first - Fluffy fingerpaint

14417 

My first fingerpaint set



14415 

My first fingerpaints cards

14419 

My first work of art



14431 

My first - Play dough 4x90gr

14433 

My first - Play dough with cutters
14432 

My first - Play dough with tools



14421  

My first - Colouring with water

14454  

Colouring with water - Fantasy animals

14455  

Colouring with water - Farm animal
14451 

My first - Drawing board colouring with water



14424 

My first - Hammer tap tap

14458 

My first - Felt mosaics



14491  

Sophie la girafe - Baby markers

14492  

Sophie la girafe - Apron

14493  

Sophie la girafe - Fingerpaint cards

14494  

Sophie la girafe - Fingerpaint set



14627 

Lacing buttons

14808 

I learn to thread beads

14836 

I learn to perforate

14838 

I learn to embroider



14616 

I learn to embroider figures

14648 

Paper strip crafts

14810 

I learn to glue

14624 

I learn prewriting curves



00833 

Junior safety scissors

14809 

I learn to use scissors

14828 

I learn to use scissors XXL



14617 

I learn to use scissors - Mega set

14647 

I learn to use scissors - Animal puzzle

14878 

I learn to use scissors, make mosaics and perforate



14649 

Balloon animals

14896 

Stamping with markers

14012 

Dot art with aqualine paint

14014 

Aqualine glitter cards



14623 

Tape art animals

14833 

Velcro bracelets

14622 

Scratch art animals

14621 

Colouring glitter cards



14827 

I learn to make mosaics

14839 

I learn to recognize shapes

14848 

Mosaic board 14898 

Mosaic board with cards



14646 

Magnetic drawing board

00926 

Hammer tic fantasy

00941 

Hammer tic original



00272 

Glue 100ml

00862 

French knitting

00867 

Embroidery horse

14271 

Window stickers - Farm

00876 

Weaving loom



14016 

Balloon faces

14017 

Twisting balloons

14018 

Horn blower animals



14754 

3D Quilling sticker cards

14015 

Quilling sticker cards



14807 

Folding animals

14920 

Paper fortune teller animals

14005 

Ice cream stick animals

14013 

Doodle colouring cards



14818 

Painting stones

14002 

Painting nesting dolls

14007 

Salt dough figures



14019 

Suncatcher toucan

14006 

Scratch animals
14021 

Shrink film - Jungle



14669 

Jelly soaps

14711 

Casting candles



01135 

Casting and painting - Moulding powder

01133 

Casting and painting - Happy figures

01132 

Casting and painting - Animals

01211 

Casting and painting - Horse



01287 

Casting and painting - Unikitty cupcake

01286 

Casting and painting - Glitter dolphin

01285 

Casting and painting - Owl
01131 

Casting and painting - Butterfly and glitter



01356 

Casting and painting - 3 horses

01357 

Casting and painting - Memo holders

01272 

Casting and painting - Horse with mane



01359 

Casting and painting - Unicorns

01155 

Casting and painting - Fantasy horses

01154 

Casting and painting - Cats and dogs

01354 

Casting and painting - Ocean figures



14719 

Glitter unicorns 3 in 1



14714 

Unicorn piñata

14843 

Decorating stones

14713 

String colouring neon



14116 

Sprinkling glitter

14109 

Mega glitter handicraft set

14119 

Diamond painting



14102 

Fluffy animals
14108 

Fluffy friends

14925 

Making scented candles



14712 

Dreamcatcher string art

14926 

Dreamcatcher 14924 

Light garland



14667 

Glitter tube bracelets

14659 

Mega bead set

14666 

Glitter jewellery

01007 

Rings and bracelets



14672 

Bath fizzies

14128 

Glitter bracelets

00910 

Making soaps

14975 

Decorate your nails



00111 

Unicorn colouring book

00112 

Furry colouring book

00114 

Magic sequins colouring book



00103 

Pom pom pencil case designer

00104 

Stamp marker designer

00105 

Unicorn notebook designer

00106 

Eraser clay designer



14146 

Fashion glitter 
face tattoos - Cat 14147 

Fashion glitter 
face tattoos - Princess

14148 

Fashion glitter 
face tattoos - Butterfly

14142 

Fashion glitter tattoos

14144 

Fashion glitter bag



14141 

Fashion glitter bow and ears

14145 

Fashion perfume scented bracelets

14143 

Fashion glitter patches



14155 

3 in 1 Glamour tattoos

14154 

Bath bombs



14158

Fragrance sticks

14151 

Glittery soap jewels

14153 

Manicure and pedicure



14191 

L.O.L. - Glitter stickers

14194 

L.O.L. - Scratch surprise

14192 

L.O.L. - Tattoos metallic

14195 

L.O.L. - Diamond mosaic

14193 

L.O.L. - Nail transfers

14196 

L.O.L. - Charm bracelets



14211

Poopsie - Diamond painting

14212 

Poopsie - Charm bracelets

14197 

L.O.L. - Glitter surprise
14198 

L.O.L. - Iron on beads

14213 

Poopsie - Scratch surprise



14281 

Tattoos

00852 

Airplane folding
14919 

Stamp set dinosaur



14207 

Rubber band racers

01401 

Casting and painting - Cars



01153 

Casting and painting - Scary animals

14204 

Casting and painting - Dragon



14206 

Casting and painting - T-rex with skeleton

01283 

Casting and painting - T-rex

01406 

Casting and painting - Dinosaurs



14591 

Foam wood constructions

14597 

Foam wood refill



00945 

Carpentry playset

00944 

Woodwork set deluxe

14958 

Metal dinosaur construction set

00943 

Woodwork set



With SES BEEDZ, children make the most beautiful creations. 
Our range includes lots of cheerful colours, mixes, perfumed 
beads, glow-in-the-dark beads and fun pegboards. We also 
have iron on beads sets in varying themes, with extras as 
feathers, stickers or diamonds. All iron on beads are Made in 
Holland and are PVC-free.



00793 

Pegboard - Dog

06095 

Pegboard - Fantasy horse

00790 

Assortment 
iron on beads pegboards

06098

Pegboard - Mermaid

06096 

Pegboard - T-rex

06092 

Pegboard - Flower

00792

Pegboard - Cat

06097 

Pegboard - Little princess

00785 

Pegboard - Butterfly

00796

Pegboard - Horse



00788

Pegboards mini

00787

Connectable pegboard 2x

00781

Pegboard 2x

00786 

Ironing paper 10x

00782

Pegboard 5x



00771

Iron on beads 3000 basic

00774

Iron on beads 3000 glitter

00777 

Iron on beads 3000 girly

00718

00724

00725

00748

00749

00700

00701

00702

00703

00704

00705

00706

00707

00708

00709

00710

00713

00714

00716

Pink pearl

Glow in the dark

Iron on beads 1000



06301

Mix iron on beads 10.000

00778

Mix iron on beads 7000

00779 

Mix iron on beads 12.000



06139

Iron on beads - Luxury sorting box

06108

Iron on beads - Minis assortment



06264 

Iron on beads - Pets
06259 

Iron on beads - Horses with manes

06303 

Iron on beads - Jungle animals



06115 

Iron on beads - Fantasy horse
06212 

Iron on beads - Mermaid

06107 

Iron on beads - Butterfly 06255 

Iron on beads - Alpaca



06216 

Iron on beads - Unicorns and princesses

06269 

Iron on beads - Princesses diamond

06268 

Iron on beads - Princesses

06252 

Iron on beads - Dreamcatcher



14198 

L.O.L. Iron on beads



06261 

Iron on beads - Keychains

06231 

Iron on beads - Emoticons

06266 

Iron on beads - Kawaii fruit



06117 

Iron on beads - T-rex
06262 

Iron on beads - Dinos

06302 

Iron on beads - Glow in the dark universe

06265 

Iron on beads - Glow in the dark monsters



24964 

Funmais mix Big box 1600

Fumais are small bricks made of 100% biodegradable 
corn. You can stick the pieces together with a bit of 
water. Funmais comes in a lot of bright colours and 
is easy to cut with the biodegradable knife included 
in every set. We have large boxes with 400 or 1600 
Funmais pieces and easy to craft theme boxes.



24957 

Funmais - Mosaic farm animals

24983 

Funmais - Princess and unicorn

24972 

Funmais - Farm

24962 

Funmais mix 400





Outdoor play is always a party with these products. From mega large bubbles to lovely 
outside colours and slime battles, we have a fun activity for every child!

We produce our super strong bubble solution in our own factory in the Netherlands. 
With Mega Bubbles children do not only make the largest bubbles, but they can also 
play tennis and mix their own lemonade bubbles!
Also our Outdoor slime is made in Holland. With the slime blaster, green and orange 
slime, children can have a really cool outdoor Slime battle!

Outdoor play is always a party with these products. From mega large bubbles to lovely 



02206 

Playground chalks 6 pack
02286 

Chasing animal tails

02209 

Aqua street art



02263 

Mega multi bubbles



02251 

Mega bubbles

02256 

Mega bubbles - Refill

02252 

Mega bubbles XXL



02262 

No-spill bubbles

02257 

Standing in a Mega bubble



02265 

Shark bubble attack

02261 

Fruit-scented bubble solution 02253 

Bubble tennis



02266 

Mix lemonade bubbles



02216 

Sand play mat - Kitchen

02217 

Sand play mat - Water and roads



02287 

Dance ribbons



02271 

Slime battle blaster

02273 

Slime battle refill - Fluorescent green

02274 

Slime battle refill - Neon orange



100% safe and fun slime for children. To make sure SES slime complies to all toy 
safety standards, we developed and produce the slime ourselves in our own 
factory in the Netherlands. We have slime in two thicknesses, multiple colours, 
aroma, glitter and add-ins. Besides the ready-made slime, children can also 
make their own slime with our slime lab sets!

19942 

Slime - Counter display

100% safe and fun slime for children. To make sure SES slime complies to all toy 



15001 

Slime - Galaxy 2x120gr

15003 

Slime - Glitter 2x120gr

15005 

Slime - T-rex 2x120gr

15010 

Slime - Six pack 6x120gr

15006 

Slime - Deep ocean 2x120gr

15004 

Slime - Tropical aroma 2x120gr

15002 

Slime - Moonstone Glow in the Dark 2x120gr



15017 

Slime - Mix it



15012 

Slime lab - Monster

15013 

Slime lab - Unicorn



Want to play and discover the world around you at the same time? This is possible with 
SES Explore. With the Explore products, children learn more about insects, plants in their 
garden and do interesting excavations Or they can experience the magic of science with 
several cool experiments. For children there is still lots of new things to discover!



25008 

Insect hotel 25075 

Fire starter tools

25113 

Triops world

25073 

Glowing fossils



25022 

Excavate dinos

25028 

Excavate a T-rex



25021 

Excavate mine precious stones

25064 

Excavate iceberg



25111 

Rainbow worms lab

25112 

Melting eyeballs lab



25063 

Hatching dino

25121 

Hatching unicorns



Welcome in the world of Tiny talents! 

At the core of Tiny talents is the development of young children aged 0-3 years old, with 
friendly and safe products with a fun twist. The collection contains products to practice 
specific skills and also activities to be used in the bathroom. 

Tiny talents product are modern, friendly and safe. Full of joyful activities for young children 
and beautiful products in muted colours that complement modern lifestyle and interiors.



13105 

Sensory shape sorter

13102 

Lacing sensory beads



13103 

Sorting eggs

13106 

Buckle and button crocodile



13101 

Bob sensory buddy

13104 

Sort it! 



13094 

Polo swimming penguin

13087 

Submarine water colouring

13089 

Shaving with foam



13095 

Peek-a-boo sunshine

13093 

Tweet tweet! Bath duck



13096 

Colouring in the bath 8 pack

13067 

Suction cup dot art



13084 

Dog wash

13026 

Scoop a poop

13092 

Fishing in the water



My Message
Emotimals are more than very soft cuddly toys with long arms or tails. 
A special heart is included with every Emotimal! 

Lenny, Lilly, Pip and Mika have a recordable heart that can contain 
three fun, sweet, happy, comforting, but most of all personal messages. 
With one of these Emotimals, a child will always hear a trusted voice. 
Even when parents or friends are not around. Ideal for falling asleep, 
day-care, sleepovers or the first day at school.



14461 

Emotimals - Lenny

14462 

Emotimals - Lilly

14463 

Emotimals - Pip

14464 

Emotimals - Mika



REC

My Melody
Emotimals are more than very soft cuddly toys with long arms 
or tails. A special heart is included with every Emotimal! 

The My Melody Emotimals are for the very little ones and can 
be attached to the cot, car seat, pram or buggy. 
Luka, Tess, Spike and Leo have a special heart that can record 
one personal singing, message or rhyme. 

The My Melody Emotimals means mum, dad, grandma or 
granddad are always close by!



14466 

My Melody - Tess

14467 

My Melody - Spike

14468 

My Melody - Leo

14469 

My Melody - Luka



My Trusted Scent
Emotimals are more than very soft cuddly toys with long arms or tails. 
A special heart is included with every Emotimal! 

Mum and dad’s scent reassures babies and small children and has a 
calming effect. The special heart in these Emotimals is designed to 
absorb your familiar scent when you wear it on your body. The heart 
fits in the special pouch in the cuddly toy, so your child will always have 
a familiar, comforting scent around.



14471 

My Trusted Scent - Alex

14472 

My Trusted Scent - Daisy

14473 

My Trusted Scent - Koko



Oops! A curious pet has fallen into the trashcan! Will you rescue this 
sweet puppy or kitten? Look among the trash, it‘s a surprise which 
pet and colour you will find! Each pet comes with three grooming 
accessories. Use them to wash and care for your new best friend! 
Their big glittering eyes make you fall in love at first sight!

Oops! A curious pet has fallen into the trashcan! Will you rescue this Oops! A curious pet has fallen into the trashcan! Will you rescue this 



16001 

Trashcan Pets surprise 1

16002 

Trashcan Pets surprise 2



The Rescue products by SES contain everything you 
need to become a real doctor. 

Children can immerse themselves in the world of 
medicine with the costume, bandages, plasters, 
syringes and other accessories. The stethoscope 
really works!



09207 

Surgeon set

09204 

Stethoscope

09201 

Doctors case

09214 

Doctor set



19807 

Shelfstrip SES

Shop in shop

19885 

7” LCD screen

19942 

Slime - Counter display



Wooden rolling display

Wooden display Cardboard display

19945 

Emotimals display




